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SUBMISSION CONTENT:

--
Hi....As a sales rep l drive a few thousand kilometers a week around the Corangamite shire and the roads are becoming increasingly worse over the past decade or so....once apon a time a new road was made and it would be 5 or so years before it would need any major maintenance. ....now it seems to be lucky if we get 6 months....the bitumen they use i d of such poor quality that if the temperature gets over 32 degrees it starts melt and lift and god help it if it rains ...it is like it is that porous that the water seems to pass right through it and with milk tankers going over it on a daily basis they are torn to shreds in a matter of weeks so it tends to suggest that the people paid by Vicroads to fix the roads are usising substandard products to make the roads which is probably great for them in the long run because it creates long term work but for someone who spends so much time on the roads its a disgrace and peoples lives are put at risk because of it
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